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Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria
OBJECTIVE:To apply the evaluation 

Grid developed by SCREEN project

REPLACE partners will be equipped with the

right evaluation instrument and the set of skills

needed to assess the policy instruments that will

be launched in the current programming period,

and most importantly, REPLACE partners will

have an already tested assessment scheme to

for the next programming period Green Deal and

the Circular Economy Action plan.



Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria

Currently, the needs for specific assessment 

criteria and impact indicators has been 

registered by SCREEN, REPLACE and other 

projects dealing with circular economy. 

This particular necessity will become ever more 

pressing with the new programming period, in 

which circular economy transition will be central 

to reach the Green Deal and the new Circular 

Economy Action plan targets.



Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria

REPLACE has the remarkable opportunity to 

test circular economy assessment criteria  at 

cross regional level by facing the important 

challenge of coordinating the adoption of the 

criteria, exploiting those developed by SCREEN.

REPLACE has the chance to test in diverse 

contexts the assessment criteria, paired with 

diverse evaluation methodologies, but following 

all the same conceptual framework.



Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria

Problems: all the regions have different assessment 

criteria and categories, diverse assessment 

methodologies and various scale of assessment. 

Barriers: need for the collaboration of manging 

authorities, internal offices working on both the 

assessment criteria and on the launch of call for 

proposals.

Resistance to the possibility of to adopting and 

adapting the criteria

Circular economy knowledge fragmented. 



Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria
Impact assessment is crucially needed to 

discover, understand and acknowledge which 

policy instruments are the most effective. 

The lack of an impact assessment methodology 

will increasingly impede the effective 

management of circular economy funds, more 

evidently in the next programming period with the 

Green Deal and Circular Economy Action Plan.



Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria
Impact assessment is logically and operatively 

linked to the REPLACE Action Plans 

(implementation and monitoring strategies) and to the 

Local Analysis (collect ongoing context and baseline).

To develop an impact assessment methodology, 

the most important step is to clearly define the 

population of interest: in REPLACE case, this is 

defined by the assessment evaluation that decide 

who will receive the funding, allowing us to build 

a counterfactual.



Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria

Impact assessment method must be developed to 

simplify the work of regional authorities while 

collecting data in a continuous manner. 

REPLACE will discuss and agree on, at least, one 

indicator to gather info from the application stage 

forward. This allow to check the ongoing level of 

achievements to closely monitor the transition, 

while ensuring a certain degree of comparability 

among regions.



Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria
The ultimate goal is to:
Adopt circular economy assessment criteria 

with a common conceptual framework 

Each REPLACE region will add, at least, a 

criterion that will be used for impact 

assessment comparability purposes, in order 

to confront the results across the 

partnership, identifying best practices and 

avoiding error replication     fund efficiency
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How to apply the criteria?

Try to find the easiest way to insert them in the 

currently used evaluation grid without overturn the 

current process: adaptability

Engage your colleagues with a workshop using your 

assessment grid: involve the colleagues and/or the 

managing authorities in order to develop a 

methodology following all the rules and empowering 

the target group
The people in charge of the evaluation criteria are our target group, we 

need to involve them and to have them on board, making them 

interiorize the importance of the criteria, explaining them the need for 

such change, engaging them and motivating them in achieving this 

goal
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How to apply the criteria?

Bring the result of your workshop to the learning 

output validation event

The goal is to adopt the assessment criteria for the 

evaluation of policy instruments dealing with circular 

economy, it can be the addition of a number of circular 

economy criteria or the adoption of a single one, this is 

up to your procedures, the type of evaluation you use 

and the capability you have to influence of those 

working on the evaluation; depending also on the 

focus of the call you will launch: is it circular economy 

focused or circular economy is an additional value?
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Circular Economy 

Assessment Criteria: Let’s see 

an example

The evaluation grid sent by 

North East Romania for their 

SMEs instrument
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid

maximum score: 100 points

categories of evaluation: 4

criteria categories:

contribution to the achievement of priority objective       54points

quality, maturity and sustainability; financial and 

operational capacity of the applicant 33points

compliance with sustainable development, equal 

opportunities and non discrimination                              10ponits

strategic concentration of investments                             3points
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid

circular economy

criterion weights 6% 

of the total score
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid
Per category – category 1
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid
Per category – category 2
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid
Per category – category 3
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid
Per category – category 4



Example of How to adopt

The Criteria

Sub-category, as the Example of North East 

Romania, with a score fully contributing to the 

ranking

Additional evaluation category, giving

additional points not conditioning the 

threshold (Lazio Region, Lodzkie Region)

Integrating circular economy criteria by 

inserting on  each evaluation category a circular

economy criterion
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid
Possible application – Example one: SUB CATEGORY

Circular economy

contributes to the 

achievement of the 

threshold
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid
Possible application – Example two: ADDITIONAL EVALUATION CATEGORY

Threshold remains the 

same, Circular economy

gives additional points
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North East Romania Evaluation Grid
Possible application – Example three: INTEGRATED CIRCULAR ECONOMY CRITERIA

Circular economy

criteria fully

integrated within

the assessment

categories, and 

contributing to the 

achievement of the 

threshold in the 

diverse fields



The Workshop

Work on your evaluation grid (here the one used

by Lazio Region) 

Engage your colleagues in finding a way to 

adapt the circular economy assessment criteria

into the current evaluation method

Discuss and identify which criteria can be

inserted in the evaluation grid

Identify (at least one) criteria to be adopted by 

all partners to favour impact assessment

comparability



Lazio Region Evaluation Grid
Possible application



EVALUATION METHODS

IN REPLACE REGIONS

To make sure REPLACE results will be

replicable, we want to collect info about your

evaluation method and the grid you use 

Some have already sent a translated copy of 

their evaluation grid, PLEASE provide such

document to us in order to better understand

and demonstrate the outcomes

The best option is to share the one you use 

for the internal workshop



Project smedia

Thank you! 

Questions welcome


